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SUNDAY 6 OCTOBER 

A Play, A Pie & A Pint  LAST IN THE SERIES         BBC Scotland 
 

MONDAY 7 OCTOBER 

Disclosure: The Seduction Industry  NEW   BBC One Scotland 

 
TUESDAY 8 OCTOBER 

Black & Scottish  NEW                                     BBC Scotland 

Darren McGarvey’s Scotland  LAST IN THE SERIES       BBC Scotland 
 

WEDNESDAY 9 OCTOBER 

Arctic Academy  NEW                     BBC Scotland 
 

THURSDAY 10 OCTOBER 

Tiny Lives  NEW                      BBC One Scotland 

 
FRIDAY 11 OCTOBER 

Bad Influencer  LAST IN THE SERIES          BBC Scotland 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

BBC Scotland EPG positions for viewers in Scotland:  
Freeview & YouView 108 HD / 9 SD 

Sky 115 
Freesat 106 

Virgin Media 108 
  

BBC Scotland, BBC One Scotland and BBC ALBA are available on the BBC iPlayer 

bbc.co.uk/iplayerBBC Radio Scotland is also available on BBC Sounds bbc.co.uk/sounds 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/scotland
http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer


SUNDAY 6 OCTOBER             TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 41 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Paramedics on Scene (Ep 2/10) 
Sunday 6 October 

BBC Scotland, 9-10pm  

 

In the second episode about the work of the Scottish Ambulance Service, the cameras follow 

crews from Paisley, Glasgow and Edinburgh as they respond to high-pressure 999 calls, 24 hours 

a day.  

 

The focus is also on Scotland’s Charity Air Ambulance in Perth as they serve those in the 

remotest parts of Scotland.  

 

In the Highlands, the air ambulance is scrambled to an emergency involving a deer manager who 

has been crushed by his own quad bike. He needs to be airlifted to hospital fast. 

 

In Glasgow, the Special Operations Team race to locate a man who has been seen swimming in 

the Clyde, and another who has gone missing in water. An elderly man has fallen at home and 

needs to be carefully lifted, checked and hospitalised by the west’s divisional team. In Paisley, a 

moped-rider has crashed into a fence and needs treatment for a suspected broken leg.  

 

In the countryside, a fisherman has had a stroke in a remote location and needs to be rescued by 

the Special Operations Team using their special off-road vehicle. In Edinburgh, ambulance crew 

Dan and Colin have a request to take a patient across the city to get the treatment she needs.  

 

And specialist paramedic Mat treats an elderly man who has fallen in a community centre and 

has a nasty cut on his head.  

 

HM 

 

A Play, A Pie & A Pint: Crocodile Rock  LAST IN THE SERIES 
Sunday 6 October 

BBC Scotland, 10 -11pm 

 

The last of this sextet of plays for BBC Scotland is Crocodile Rock, a new musical by Andy 

McGregor. 

 

Set in Millport in 1997, it is a comic and musical coming of age story about 17 year-old Steven. 

Feeling hemmed in by island life, everything changes when a chance encounter with a drag 

queen shows Steven a world he never knew existed. 

 

Andy’s first project to be televised, Crocodile Rock is a one-man musical about coming of age, 

coming out, and discovering who you really are. It features actor Darren Brownlie and musicians 

Gavin Whitworth and Gary Cameron. 

 

Director, composer and playwright Andy McGregor originally started off in a band Blind Pew, 

and in a parallel career also co-founded youth theatre groups in his home town of Largs and 

Greenock. He went on to train at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland. Shows he has written, 

composed and directed include Spuds, The Rise And Inevitable Fall of Lucas Petit, Pure Freezin’, 

Love 2.0 and Vinyl Idol (with Debbie Hannan). 



Recorded live in front of an audience at Oran Mor and part of the series A Play, A Pie & A Pint, 

this is a BBC Studios Comedy production for BBC Scotland. 

 

HM 

 

MONDAY 7 OCTOBER   TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 41 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

River City 
Monday 7 October, BBC Scotland HD, 10-11pm 

Tuesday 8 October, BBC One Scotland HD, 8-9pm 

facebook.com/bbcrivercity 

twitter.com/bbcrivercity 

instagram.com/bbcrivercity 

 

This week in Shieldinch…an overprotective Kim curtails Isobel’s freedom when she makes a new 

friend; Poppy’s surprise decision sees Stevie declare his true feelings for her; and AJ and Ellie are 

faced with the harsh emotional reality of fostering.  

 

After spending the night with her new lover, Michael, Isobel returns home and is faced with a 

worried Kim.  

 

Isobel doesn’t shy away from admitting she enjoyed a night of passion with Michael but Kim is 

horrified and confronts him in the Oyster Café. Kim demands policewoman Lou arrests Michael 

for taking advantage and, despite Isobel’s pleas, Kim is adamant her mother is unable to consent 

due to her dementia.  

 

As emotions run high, Kim reluctantly realises that Isobel enjoys Michael’s company and agrees 

to them going on a date together. However, as Isobel’s dementia symptoms surface again, Kim 

intervenes in her mother’s affairs of the heart.  

 

Elsewhere, it’s the day of Dougie’s funeral and Poppy feels alone. Scarlett refuses to go, leaving 

Stevie to step in and offer some much-needed emotional support.  

 

After the funeral, Poppy and Stevie drown their sorrows, leading to a surprising declaration of 

love and a hangover to remember.  

 

AJ and Ellie are side-swiped by news that foster daughter Bex must return to live with her 

mother. AJ tries to comfort a heart-broken Bex but after discovering the life she’s returning to, 

he vows to fight to keep her under his roof. It proves easier said than done, making AJ question 

whether he’s cut out for fostering after all.  

 

Kim is played by Frances Thorburn, Isobel by Alison Peebles, Poppy by Lindsey Campbell, Stevie 

by Iain Robertson, AJ by Sanjeev Kohli, Ellie by Leah MacRae, Michael by Gerry Mulgrew, Lou by 

Lesley Hart, Scarlett by Sally Howitt and Bex by Cora Tsang.  

 

River City is a BBC Studios, Scotland production for BBC One Scotland.  

 

JW 

 

Disclosure: The Seduction Industry  NEW 
Monday 7 October 



BBC One Scotland, 8.30-9pm 
  
Game is a multi-million pound global industry selling men pick-up techniques to get women 

from the street into bed as quickly as possible.  Reporter Myles Bonnar goes undercover at a 

seduction ‘bootcamp’ and finds teenagers being approached.  Some of the advice dished out 

seems to blur the lines of consent.  

 

The investigation also reveals women being secretly filmed in the street and even in the 

bedroom, then recordings being posted online. It is a Game where only men know the rules; the 

women don’t even know they’re being played. 

  
JG 

 
Vets: Gach Creutair Beo (Ep 4/6) 
Monday 7 October 

BBC ALBA, 8.30- 9pm  

 

This series takes viewers on a journey across Scotland following vets as they tend to animals 

from small to large to very wild. Stories of joy and stories of sadness as we meet all creatures 

great and small.  

 

In this programme, Javier Rincon performs complex surgery on a seven-month-old dog under 

the guidance of Professor Donald Yool at Glasgow Vet School. Poppy has a shunt - an extra 

blood vessel that by-passes her liver and the risky surgery is essential.  

 

It’s lambing season in Stornoway, and Joanna Jackson is constantly on the road. And, at Five 

Sisters Zoo, the keepers have the challenge of catching Mo the gibbon so that Romain Pizzi can 

anaesthetise her. He wants to carry out some blood tests to find out why she’s not been well. 

 

LS 

 

Bannan (Ep 4/5) 
Monday 7 October 

BBC ALBA, 9-9.30pm  

 

Sarah Jane learns the truth about Alasdair after she’s delivered her news to a devastated 

Cailean. He is overcome by fury and no one is keeping an eye on wee Donnie playing in the 

garden. 

 

Things go from bad to worse for Jo and Pòl as they are finally tracked down. Iain takes a big step 

and finally admits what he’s really feeling; reuniting with his father to try and help Donna. 

 

LS 

 

Trusadh - Bogha-froise (Pride) 
Monday 7 October 

BBC ALBA, 9.30-10.30pm  

 

October 2018 saw the first Pride March in Stornoway in the Western Isles, a day of celebration to 

support people who are LGBTC+.  

 



This programme explores how events like the Pride Parades are giving hope to the idea of 

equality and inclusion, and hear the stories of those in the community in Scotland today. 

 

LS 

 
TUESDAY 8 OCTOBER  TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 41 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Darren McGarvey’s Scotland,  LAST IN THE SERIES 
Tuesday 8 October  

BBC Scotland, 10-10.30pm  

 

Aberdeen and the sharp contrast between its rich and poor - and the resulting homelessness - is 

the focus of the sixth and last destination in this six-part series. 

 

Scotland’s oil capital since the 1970s, the city has a swathe of high earners - but is it is now being 

hit hard, with more food banks than any other city. 

 

Darren McGarvey says: “Four years ago oil-rich Aberdonians earned the highest salaries in 

Scotland, coming second only to London in their pay packet. Today it’s a different picture. 

Welfare reforms, wages stagnation and a lack of affordable housing have created a perfect 

storm of adversity." 

 

Adding to the problem is the fact that Aberdeen remains the most expensive Scottish city to live 

in. 

 

Darren sits down for a chat in the city centre with a homeless man, who always keeps a wary eye, 

ready to go into the shadows in case any of his grown-up children see him. He also meets a 70 

year-old pensioner who lost all his possessions when he was evicted from his council home. 

 

And Polish-born Daniel, who arrived in the oil boom years but has latterly been diagnosed with a 

crippling illness and now struggles to access key disability benefits. 

 

Others testify to experiencing difficulties accessing benefits, sometimes falling down through 

the cracks in the system, and Darren meets a range of charity workers and organisations trying 

to help. 

 

HM 

 

Black and Scottish (Ep 1/1)  NEW  
Tuesday 8 October 

BBC Scotland, 10.30-11pm  

 
Film-maker Stewart Kyasimire made this heart-felt documentary for his eight-year-old daughter 

Yasmin as a way of helping her embrace her heritage, celebrate her culture and understand what 

it means to be Black and Scottish. 

 

His interviews with three generations of black Scots cover all walks of life from acting to 

academia - TV presenter Jean Johansson, Perth comedian Bruce Fummey, Vlogger Stephanie 

Gyasi and Sir Geoff Palmer OBE, Scotland’s first black professor, all step forward to tell their 

stories. 



Actor Ncuti Gatwa, star of Netflix hit show Sex Education, also gives his take on what it was like 

to grow up in Edinburgh and Fife after coming to Scotland to escape genocide in his native 

Rwanda. 

 

“I’m a Rwandan Scotsman,” he says. “I’ve always been a bit scared to say I’m Scottish, almost as 

if people wouldn’t accept it. But nobody’s got the right to tell you what you are –you are who 

you are.” 

 

Kyasimire’s interviewees talk about accents and afros and everything in between, discussing 

difficulties they’ve faced trying to feel accepted in their homeland as well as the times they’ve 

faced blatant racism. 

 

Film-maker Kyasimire says: “Hopefully their advice can inspire Yasmin to be proud as she grows 

up black and Scottish.” 

 

Black and Scottish is a Tern production for BBC Scotland 

 

LD 

 

Gaisgich Oga an Darna Cogaidh  
Tuesday 8 October 

BBC ALBA, 8.30-8.55pm  

 

Sandrine’s family helps persecuted Jews to escape from the Nazi regime.  

 

Suddenly her father gets arrested and the situation becomes very dangerous. Should Sandrine 

betray the Jewish refugees to save her father’s life? 

 

Thirteen-year-old Sandrine's father is the village pastor and is actively helping Jewish people to 

escape the Nazi regime. She shares her room with three refugees from Germany who are living 

with the family in hiding.  

 

When her mother starts to share her things with the children too, it becomes too much for 

Sandrine. She wants to find her own voice again.  

 

Her mother tells her how worried she is and about her fears for her father, because even in 

southern France, Jews are being hunted down and those who help them are also putting 

themselves in danger.  

 

Her mother responds to Sandrine with understanding but still makes it clear that she and her 

father have decided to help and not simply look the other way.  

 

Suddenly, Sandrine's father is arrested, and the situation becomes even more dangerous. The 

policeman Major Dubois makes Sandrine an offer: if she gives him the names and hiding places 

of the Jews, her father will be freed. Sandrine is facing a tough decision: does she continue on 

and risk her own life, or does she betray the refugees and thereby help her father. 

 

The third episode is inspired by the true story of André and Magda Trocmé. Their life and that of 

their four children was defined above all by their faith, and by practical assistance or a pacifist-

motivated resistance - using the "weapons of the spirit".  

 

André and Magda Trocmé not only organised shelter for Jewish refugees they also at times had 

refugees living with them in their own home. 



 

LS 

 

Sar Sgeoil: Macbeth 
Tuesday 8 October 

BBC ALBA, 9-10pm  

 

Cathy MacDonald finds the Gaelic roots of Shakespeare’s Macbeth, and explores the landscape 

where the real history happened and she discovers that the real King Macbeth was very different 

to Shakespeare’s cruel villain. 

 

Cathy visits the Birnam Oak, all that remains of the forest where Macbeth’s enemy cut branches 

to conceal their advance. And she stands atop Dunsinnan Hill where Shakespeare’s Macbeth 

famously meets his end, and Lumphanan in Aberdeenshire where the real King Macbeth died. 

Historians tell Cathy about King MacBeth and Queen Gruoch and also about what influence 

Shakespeare’s patron, King James VI & I, had on the play. 

 

Macbeth was brought back to life on stage, in Gaelic, by actors David Walker and Catriona Lexy 

Campbell. Catriona says what it was like to play the role of the infamous Lady Macbeth and Ian 

Macdonald explains how he went about translating Shakespeare’s words. 

 

LS 

 

WEDNESDAY 9 OCTOBER  TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 41 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Arctic Academy (Ep 1/4)  NEW 
Wednesday 9 October 
BBC Scotland, 8-8.30pm 
  
This new four-part series charts the journey of a group of young Scots aged between 13 and 

15 as they embark on the school trip of a lifetime. In the first episode we follow 20 

youngsters from Bathgate Academy in West Lothian as they are put through their paces 

physically and mentally by explorer and Polar Academy founder, Craig Mathieson. The 

young people have been whittled down from an initial group of 200 who applied to take 

part in a gruelling expedition through the freezing Arctic wilderness of Greenland. 
 

Craig, a veteran of several successful expeditions to both the Arctic and Antarctic, set up 

the Polar Academy as a charity in 2013. Its aim is to help young people in Scotland combat 

chronic anxiety and lack of self-esteem by becoming role models to their peers. By his own 

admission, he is looking for the children he calls “the invisibles”; neither the high achievers 

nor the disrupters, who often pass through school unseen and never get the opportunity to 

shine.  
 

In this first episode, cameras track the youngsters - together with Bathgate Academy’s pupil 

support manager, Ellis McKay - as they are put through a tough fitness and training 

programme before being whittled down to the final ten who will go to Greenland.  
It’s a physical and emotional rollercoaster for the would-be explorers as Craig pushes them 

to the limits. 
 



Craig has picked some of the country’s best mountain guides to keep his team safe. Nigel 

Williams is an expert on map reading. George MacHardy is a former Royal Marine and 

mountain expert. Naomi Dodds is the team doctor and an experienced expedition leader. 

Mollie Hughes, Craig’s newest recruit, is the youngest woman to have climbed Mount 

Everest from both sides.  
 

The teenagers head out onto the hills and spend two nights high on the Cairngorms, 

trekking through the hills, pitching camp and climbing to the top of Britain’s second highest 

mountain, Ben Macdui. For most of them it’s the first time they have camped in the wild. It’s 

a tough challenge and worsening weather puts the team under pressure.  
 

It’s December. The ten Bathgate teenagers will be going to the Arctic in the Spring. But 

allegations of bullying have led to a last-minute change in the team. Craig calls on one of 

the reserves with unexpected news to tell him he’ll be joining the team in Greenland. 
 

As the expedition departure draws near there is time for one more crucial training session. 

The teenagers spend the day dragging tyres along St Andrews beach to prepare them for 

the challenge of hauling sledges through the Arctic.  
 

A year ago they were unexceptional teenagers from the middle ground of an ordinary 

school, invisibles among their classmates. Now they are a team of teenage Arctic explorers 

ready for anything. 

 
JP 

 

Fuine (Ep 4/8) 
Wednesday 9 October 

BBC ALBA, 8.30-9pm  

 

Some of the country’s best home bakers welcome Gregor MacLeod into the kitchen to show him 

their favourite recipes.  

 

As a professional cook and baker Gregor knows that you can’t put a price on a tried and tested 

recipe and also shares some of his own.  

 

He gets to taste delicious homemade honeycomb in Skye. With its light and crunchy golden 

centre and thick exterior of chocolate these treats are miles apart from the shop-bought version.  

In Lewis he visits a professional chef who shows him how to make an unusual spiced carrot relish 

which he serves with homemade flatbreads and cream cheese.  

 

Back at home in his own kitchen in Callanish Gregor cooks up a storm with his own recipe for 

doughnuts. These tasty sugary rings are so soft and chewy.  

 

He also shows viewers a way of combining two classic ingredients in one dish when he makes 

rhubarb and custard cake which is sweet, zingy and colourful. 

 

LS 

 

THURSDAY 10 OCTOBER  TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 41 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 



Tiny Lives (Ep 2/3)   
Thursday 10 October 
BBC One Scotland, 9-10pm  

  
Technology brings a mum together with her premature son in this second episode of Tiny Lives, 

filmed in the neonatal unit at University Hospital Wishaw. 
 

Unable to cuddle nine-weeks-early Blake because she lost so much blood during an emergency 

C-section, mum Danielle is able to keep an eye on her little one through a live video feed. With a 

camera set up by his incubator streaming straight to a laptop by her bedside, the images give 

great comfort at a particularly stressful time. 
 

Also in the neonatal unit, another new mum, also called Danielle, is caring for her new arrivals, 

twins Jack and Jacob. Her boys arrived two months early and initially do well, but a bowel 

condition puts them back in intensive care just days after their delivery. 
 

It’s a worrying time for parents Danielle and Peter and also for the boys’ grandmother Gillian, 

who’s a neonatal nurse practitioner in the unit. 
 

Tiny Lives is a Red Sky production for BBC Scotland. 
  
LD 
 

Na Millenni-Gaels (Ep 4/4) 
Thursday 10 October 

BBC ALBA, 10-10.30pm  

 

This series looks at the lives of some of Glasgow’s young generation of Gaels in Scotland’s 

biggest city. 

 

Mia begins her journey to make it to the British National BMX racing championships. It’s a slow 

start to the season after a long winter of rest and a bit more socialising than BMX training. 

 

Anton, girlfriend Alisha and baby Amaiya all hit the road for their first family holiday. They drive 

down to a caravan in Campbeltown and realise quickly that four hours in car isn’t quite as easy 

with a baby on board. 

 

Glaswegian Iona is a keen amateur rugby player having played for Glasgow University whilst a 

student there. She heads to Edinburgh for a game but she’s pitch-side this time as she presents a 

live game of women’s rugby on the TV. 

 

Kyle leaves Glasgow for sunny, blue skies and the smell of sea air. He has a holiday job crewing 

on a boat that does tours out to Fingal’s Cave on Staffa. 

 

LS 

 

Slighean Sgoile an t-Saoghail/Most Dangerous Ways to School 
Thursday 10 October 

BBC ALBA, 10.30-11.20pm  

 



In northern Colombia, in the region Bajo Cauca, more than 180 miles north of Medellín, the 

landscape is marked by water and seemingly endless expanses. Every day, the children who live 

there, face this rough, unpredictable wilderness, with just one goal in mind - making it to school.  

For this, they subject themselves to a daily dose of danger. Some of them must cross a 

ramshackle bridge that could collapse at any moment. One false step and they could drown or 

break their legs.  

 

Facing the most extreme conditions, the children in this series must march, climb or swim their 

way to school. And yet, they have only one goal in sight, education and a better life. These 

children have the most spectacular and most dangerous way to school in the world. 

 

LS 

 

FRIDAY 11 OCTOBER       TELEVISION & RADIO HIGHLIGHTS / BBC WEEK 41 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Bad Influencer (Ep6/6)  LAST IN THE SERIES 
Friday 11 October 

BBC Scotland, 10-10.30pm 

 

In the final instalment of Bad Influencer, Mark Nelson is joined by comedians Robert Florence 

and Amna Saleem to talk about entertainment and food.  

 

There’s some Scottish remakes of classic gameshows; an unusual way to deliver an Easter Egg; 

and one guest admits they don’t believe in the existence of a Scottish foody favourite – the 

square sausage. 

 

Also on this week’s Bad Influencer, viewers can suffer along with a Scotsman who takes on a 

Swedish delicacy in a very hard-to-forget video.  

 

Bad Influencer is a Mentorn TV production for BBC Scotland.  

 

JW 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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